In the preceding paper the identification within infected tumor cells of particles believed to be anopheles A virus was described. This communication presents further data concerning details of the structure and of more precise localization. The exact limits of the virus particle itself had been left in some doubt, since it remained to be demonstrated whether the size of the complete intracellular particle was given by the outer diameter of the dense shell or whether an observed surrounding envelope constituted an integral part of the virus. Moreover, such particles were frequently encountered as pairs in the cytoplasm ( Figs. 1 and 2) , apparently enclosed within a loose irregular membrane; hence it might appear that pair formation or binary fission had taken place when the splitting up of the envelope and its formation into two eventually close fitting surrounding membranes had lagged behind the division of the viral body into daughter viruses. Localization of the particles could be subdivided into gross localization (as applying to major foci) and microlocalizafion, with reference to their immediate particulate environment. Individual particles were associated with an embedding matrix in near linear arrays of single bodies; gross localization was most pronounced near nuclear indentations where major foci could frequently be related to the position of the cell centre; however, small numbers of apparently randomly distributed particles were also observed (Fig. 12) .
(Received for publication, May 17, 1955) In the preceding paper the identification within infected tumor cells of particles believed to be anopheles A virus was described. This communication presents further data concerning details of the structure and of more precise localization. The exact limits of the virus particle itself had been left in some doubt, since it remained to be demonstrated whether the size of the complete intracellular particle was given by the outer diameter of the dense shell or whether an observed surrounding envelope constituted an integral part of the virus. Moreover, such particles were frequently encountered as pairs in the cytoplasm (Figs. 1 and 2), apparently enclosed within a loose irregular membrane; hence it might appear that pair formation or binary fission had taken place when the splitting up of the envelope and its formation into two eventually close fitting surrounding membranes had lagged behind the division of the viral body into daughter viruses. Localization of the particles could be subdivided into gross localization (as applying to major foci) and microlocalizafion, with reference to their immediate particulate environment. Individual particles were associated with an embedding matrix in near linear arrays of single bodies; gross localization was most pronounced near nuclear indentations where major foci could frequently be related to the position of the cell centre; however, small numbers of apparently randomly distributed particles were also observed (Fig. 12) .
Serial sections were used to examine: (a) whether or not the outermost membrane formed part of the viral body; (b) the significance of so many particles appearing in pairs; (c) the kind of connection existing between neighbor-371 372
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ing groups of particles; and (d) the nature of "embedding matrix" with which particles were assodated.
Procedure Experimental techniques used were the same as in the preceding paper.
Micrograpkic Data and Their Interpretation
The Localization of the Virus within the Endoplasmic Reticulum.--A study of serial sections indicated that the particles were contained within a mostly tubular membranous system which, on sectioning, frequently revealed two particles surrounded by a membrane. Binary fission need not be assumed as a mode of viral development in order to account for the occurrence of pairs. In the two serial sections (Fig. 4 , I and II) it is possible to trace partides individually and in groups of varying numbers in relation to each other and particularly to the membranous sac which appears to surround them.
A close study of corresponding portions of the two serial sections I and II of Fig. 4 reveals an intricate interrelationship between individual portions containing viral particles. Such correlation is analyzed in considerable detail in the legend to Fig. 4 , to which reference should be made. Some of the major points required in the subsequent discussion will, however, be mentioned here. The poorly defined portions of familiar endoplasmic reticulum, y and Yl of section I are part of some well defined branches y, Yt and y2 converging at a point, o. One branch is of particular interest since in section II it enlarges considerably, exposing two further "arms," a and b. With reference to this branch, ys, it should be noted: (a) that it is still part of the originally canalicular endoplasmic reticulum; (b) that it shows viral particles which exhibit some variations in size due to distortion and level of sectioning; and (c) that it displays a continuity in section H which is far from obvious in the preceding section. The rapidity with which such small particles can sometimes enter and leave the plane of section can be gauged from the fact, for example, that particle A can be clearly seen in a of section I without any corresponding indication of its presence subsequently, whereas the reverse is true for particle B of section II. On the other hand, several particles, e.g. M, T, and others, can be recognized in both sections.
A link, in no way obvious from section I, may be observed in section H between b and k, the latter being a fairly straight portion of endoplagmlc reticulum (cf. section I) in which, however, one particle, K, is clearly distinguishable. On examination of the two sections side by side, many portions show interlinkage not obvious from either picture alone (see legend). Perhaps the most striking examples of genuinely connected parts are obtained on comparing a and a' of section I, where they are apparently disjointed, with their smooth counterpart in section II; similarly, an unexpected Tzx'r-Fzo. 1. Diagrammatic longitudinal cross-section of a canal of endoplasnfic reticulum. For convenience, the density of the virus population within the tubule (F_~) has been somewhat exaggerated. Only midplanes of sections have been indicated, letters being used in addition to numbers in order to illustrate effects of slight differences in position or direction of sectioning. For the sake of simplicity, no allowance has been made on the diagram for the thickness of the section, or variations in particle size normally encountered.
The following may thus be obtained in transverse section (some examples from electron micrographs will be quoted in brackets):- 
Pa~'s:--
Although only a few of the more standard possibilities have been indicated they help to emphasize the high probability of obtaining pairs.
2 a Pair formed by particles of equal size (sectioned off-centre) (Paper I, Figs. 11, 13). 3 b Some variation in apparent size of particles can be recognized (in practice, the thick-6 ness of section compared with the diameter of the particle is such as to tend to produce particles of ~imilar size unless sectioned close to the periphery of the viral body) (Paper I, Fig. 12 : variation in size). A slight shift in position will frequently merely "cap" one of the viruses which will therefore not generally be recognized as part of a "pair". The "endoplasmic-reticular" nature of the enveloping membrane is indicated by the characteristic granule-studded appearance of such portions as y and Yx; m of section I; b and k of section I; and k of section I, as well as by the appearance of apparently clear vesicles such as a of section II which are nevertheless known to harbor a particle as illustrated in a of Fig. 1 .
It follows, therefore, that (a) the anopheles A virus does not possess a further external structure beyond the shell; (b) the virus is distributed throughout the cytoplasm by means of components of the endoplasmic reticulum (see Text-fig. 1); and (c) the virus is propagated within a true, densely interlocking network, the width of most tubular components in which only one particle is encompassed being of the order of 100 m#.
The Endoplasmic Reticulum: Organization and Some Problems of Interpretation.--An intricate canalicular network is characteristic of endophsmic reticulum in this tumor cell system, and it is within this network that the particles are distributed. The reticulum in both infected and uninfected tumor cells appeared sparse as compared with the extensive 1amellar system found in exocrine ceils of pancreas (SjSstrand and Hanzon (1)) and was randomly distributed.
The nucleus, although surrounded by endoplasmic reticulum frequently containing virus, often showed an intermediate cytoplasmic region which was devoid of particles (Figs. 5 and 6). A similar region on a rather larger scale can be observed in some pictures of Selby et al. (2) as in their Figs. 3 and 5, a phase contrast and electron micrograph respectively.
The endophsmic reticulum was often found in the vicinity of certain cell components such as L bodies (see preceding paper) and mitochondria. Certainly in the case of L bodies some direct, local, possibly temporary contact was frequently involved, and viral particles were often detected in striking proximity to L bodies (Fig. 7, I and II; Fig. 11 ). The frequent occurrence of particles in components which could be traced back to pseudopodia-like projections from L bodies (Fig. 8) suggests a rather more intimate association than mere apposition. When studied in section, L bodies were frequently found to be interconnected by isthmi, a fact which became more noticeable as the duration of infection increased and hence the number of L bodies. The relationship of virus to L bodies is not clear at present.
DISCUSSION
Cell deterioration was accompanied by an increase in L bodies. The appearance of very pronounced tapering extensions from some of these cannot be dismissed as a mere fixation artifact such as might be caused by extraction of some material by the osmic acid. L bodies possessing a round shape ]~RIEDLAENDER, MOORE, AND KOPR0WSKI 375 were observed in close proximity to L bodies with pronounced projections (see L1, compared with L3 and L~ in Fig. 13 , and L1 and L~ in Fig. 11 ). Carefnl examination of the rounded bodies frequently revealed a non-homogeneous peripheral region (e.g. L8 in Fig. 11, and Fig. 8) , and a surrounding membrane could sometimes be discerned (in L1 a n d / 4 but not in L4 and L6 of Fig. 11) , as well as a general lack of internal homogeneity.
L bodies with "extensions" varied greatly in size (Fig. 11 ), irregularity and jaggedness of form (e.g. L~ and L4 of Fig. 13 , and Fig. 8 ). Even in single sections in which these weaving structures could not usually be followed over long distances, a close resemblance between greatly narrowed L extensions and endoplasmic reticulum was noted frequently (e.g. Figs. 9, 10, L4 in Fig. 13 , and paper I, Fig. 2 ). It is possible that some L body material may accumulate and become deposited within localized enlarged sites of the endoplasmic reticulum, but at this early stage in the investigation this can only be a tentative suggestion. A close relationship, however, certainly appears to exist between these two commonly occurring cytoplasmic components.
The cytoplasm of the tumor cell gives an over-all basophilic reaction, an observation supported by the diffuse distribution of the presumably RNAcontaining granules throughout the cytoplasm (3). The granules were found associated in fairly high concentrations with components of the endoplasmic reticulum. The remaining granules often could be recognized as being attached to widely scattered fine filamentous components of the cytoplasmic matrix to which they gave a beaded appearance. Such strands have already been mentioned (of. Fig. 7 of the preceding paper) in connection with the "embedding matrix" surrounding the viral particles. The functional significance of such a network is unknown.
In view of the widespread distribution of endoplasmic reticulum throughout the cytoplasm, localization of a virus within this component might not be altogether surprising. The occurrence of the endoplasmic reticulum in various forms in a wide range of animal ceils (Palade and Porter (5)) emphasizes its fundamental role as a cell constituent. As already indicated, cytoplasmic granules are very noticeable on the outside of endoplasmic reticulum harboring what is considered to be anopheles A virus. Much secretory and synthesizing activity appears to be associated with such granules (Palade (4) ). Any direct influence of the virus on processes such as, for example, protein synthesis cannot, of course, be gauged merely by morphological means. Nevertheless, it is of interest to note that pictures of an unknown, presumably viral parasite found by Selby eta/. (2) to occur in some Ehrlich ascites tumor cells show aggregates in positions which strongly suggest Golgi zones, which are supposed centers of secretory activity. This appears to be supported by the authors' own comment on the presence of iso- It is tempting to speculate on a possible life history of anopheles A virus (Fig. 3) within the Ehflich ascites tumor cell.
The entry of the mature virus into the cell might be visualized as taking place v/a portions of the endoplasmic reticulum which reach the surface of the cell, and elsewhere link up with the internal network. Such a possibility is suggested by the occurrence of viral particles at the cell surface (Fig. 14) surrounded by an outer membrane which has been shown to be a portion of the endoplasmic reticulum; by the appearance of a pair of particles (Fig. 17) , and hence of endoplasmic reticulum close to the surface, and of endoplasmic reticulum at the cell periphery (Fig. 16) ; and by invaginations of the cell membrane (Fig. 15 ) which can frequently be traced some distance into the cell and which bears a resemblance to endoplasmic reticulum. The laws governing pinocytosis and the mechanism by which the virus specifically is permitted entry into the cell system ~/a the endoplasmic reticulum (e.g. by virtue of some receptor mechanism) are not understood at present. The cell surface might thus be considered as providing potentially vulnerable surface pores, on the basis of the above hypothesis. Once entry has been achieved, the intricate and flexible network (Porter (8)) of the endoplasmic reticulum might provide an effective means of communication with every part of the cell, permitting the movement of fully formed particles to any part of the latter. The frequently observed pro~imlty of viral partitles to the nucleus (Figs. 5 and 6) notably, during advanced stages of infection, may be significant in relation to the kinds of material possibly transported across the membranes of the endoplasmic reticulum.
Release and transmission of the virus to other cells might take place in the close interlocking and actual local fusion of neighboring cell surfaces by means of pseudopodia. Viral particles have occasionally been observed within extensions (Fig. 18 ) and the intercellular links as described above have also been seen independently. Successive infection might therefore occur by contiguous extension, and the question arises whether viral particles could thus be transported to neighboring cells before optimal synthesis of virus within the original cell has been completed.
Whether extracellular virus is structurally distinguishable from the intracellular form, e.g. by encapsulation, is not yet known. ~ Development of the virus presumably takes place within the endopla.~mlc reticulum, i.e. the virus enters, develops within, and leaves the cell by way of this structure. Since the core is transparent, it does not lend itself to further study with the electron microscope; however, the subunits of the viral shell, though on a macromolecular level, are of a density which may make it possible to follow their synthesis and aggregation. For the moment the above suggestions are merely speculative, pending further data. Work on the isolation of virus particles from the ascitic fluid is in progress.
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S~R Y
Evidence is presented suggesting that anopheles A virus in the Ehrlich ascites tumor cell is harbored and propagated within the endoplasmic reticulum which in this system consists of an extensive canalicular network.
The organization and differentiation of endoplasmic reticulum within the cell are described and the significance of such a location of virus is discussed. On the left, an envelope can be seen containing only one particle. X 88,500. FIG. 2 . Micrograph of another viral pair grouped rather more closely. Differences in cross-sectional area and opacity indicate that these two particles are not sectioned at the same level (cf. Text- fig. l, section 6 ). The reticular membrane appears more dense below the particles indicating a transverse cross-section whereas to the right and left it is sectioned obliquely. X 86,000.
FIo. 3. A cluster of viral particles, found not in a nuclear indentation but near locally well defined outlines of a vacuole-like formation in the cytoplasm.
Note the different levels at which individual particles are sectioned, as evidenced by the considerable variation in opacity (e.g. at B and C). The direction of the long axes (dotted lines) of the viral bodies varies indicating that the elliptical shape does not result entirely from direction of sectioning. The shell of particle A is sharply outlined by opaque boundaries. Some globular heterogeneity can be distinguished in the shell of particle B. X 100,000.
PLATE 48 FIG. 4 (I and II).
Two Serial Sections, I and II, of a Portion of Cytoplasm.-To facilitate correlation of relevant parts, small letters are used for circumscribed areas, with, e.g., a referring to the top, and a' to the bottom of the region concerned. Capital letters indicate virus particles, and Greek symbols designate some groups of particles.
Owing to the thinness of the structures discussed, relative to the thickness of the section, continuous reference to their appearance in both sections must be made if their 3-dimensional form and interrelation are to be assessed. Whenever one section illustrates a particular point exclusively or better, it is indicated in parentheses.
Discussion of Existhzg Network.--(a) Canalicular portion of endoplasmic reticulum, y, branches off into y~ and y2, at o (more clearly seen in II); y2 which contains numerous particles (see II) forms two protuberances, aa' and bb', prominent in II and I respectively. Particles are recognizable in a' and b' in both I and II whereas particles in a and b, i.e. A and B, only appear in I and II respectively.
Links with other components beyond y2: A link is established with k via b (II) with a possible connection between k and q (cf. I) hinted at in II. A connection between the upper parts of m and q is faintly indicated in II, whereas a link can be identified more easily between m and t, and, beyond it, to s. Note that s does not even appear in I, nor is any association implied between m and t.
Linking up of d with the general network via 1 and possibly s is indicated; the portion containing particle V may be assumed to interconnect with e.
(b) Indications of alignment of vesicular portions beyond the short length of yl in I are confirmed in II, where a side-branch, h, is also suggested. A link between f and g is indicated in 1I; continuity of yl with f and g is implied but cannot be proved without a further section.
(c) Cross-linkages: These will be listed according to the section in which they are more clearly indicated. Arrows mark the outer nuclear membrane in 3 places; arrow 2 points to a smooth portion of membrane running closely parallel to the nucleus, whereas granules can be seen on the side of the membrane away from the nucleus as arrow 3 is approached. This appearance is characteristic of membranes forming part of the endoplasmic reticulum, a similarity which is further illustrated at arrow 1. Arrow 3 marks an apparent merging of a tubule of endoplasmic reticulum with the outer nuclear membrane.
A virus-free zone similar in width to the distance between virus (J) and the nucleus is frequently observed.
(L) marks a portion of L-body, (m) a mitochondrion, and (e.r.) portions of endoplasmic reticulum associated with very large numbers of "RNA"-granules, as also at G and B where viral particles are found.
An intricate network of virus-bearing endoplasmic reticulum is found near the upper indentation of the nucleus. Viral particles are recognizable, e.g., at A, B, E, and J; several are visible at C, and particles, rather less pronounced, at D and F. X 24,800. Endoplasmic reticulum varies in density and shape (see el-es). L bodies show great differences amongst themselves. The comparatively even round L1 is flanked by two deeply serrated L bodies, L4 and L3; in particular L4 possesses narrow extensions resembling the commonly observed canalicular endoplasmic reticulum. The large L body, L~, has some projections which, however, appear not extensive in section. X 12,100.
PLA~E 53
FIG. 14. Some viral particles can be seen at the cell periphery, p. The viral shell can be clearly recognized at A, both A and particle B which appears opaque are surrounded by the frequently encountered granule-bearing envelope. × 30,500. 
